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If recent events are any indication, the use of patents in ‘nuclear warfare’ among companies in technology-based industries is unlikely to end soon. Under the current marketplace dynamics, for a company to be able to compete in high-tech industries such as operating systems (OS) on mobile devices, it must have a large patent portfolio to defend itself against the inevitable lawsuits that competitors bring to impose a significant tax on – or even ultimately to prevent the entry of – new products on the market. Without the ability to bring about ‘mutually assured destruction’, a company has no way to defend itself against costly patent litigation. The problem is exacerbated because, as one commenter put it, ‘ridiculous, broad, meaningless patents get approved all the time’. In 2011, the US Patent and Trademark Office approved a record 247,713 patents, up from 244,341 patents in 2010, which was up from 191,927 patents in 2009 (an almost 30 per cent increase over two years). In many cases, these patents are not being sought to reward innovation but as a means to impede it.

In a report published in March of 2010, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) recognised that competition is distorted when existing patents are valued based on the ability to extract rents from companies that have already implemented the technology. Contrary to its underlying intent, the current patent system produces less competition and innovation given the fierce patent battles presently being waged:

- small startups get sued for patent infringement before bringing their products to market and as a result cannot bring their products to market, are delayed in bringing their products to market, can only bring their products to market at higher prices, or must be acquired by a larger competitor with a significant patent portfolio that can be asserted defensively in order to bring their products to market;
- the offering and adoption of open source alternatives is stifled because companies implementing open source technologies fear patent claims;
- large companies spend billions of dollars on patent acquisition and litigation rather than on bringing new products to market; and
- consumers are faced with higher prices and fewer choices because new products either never make it to market or only arrive after significant delay.

As acting Assistant Attorney General Sharis Pozen stated in her last official speech in the position: ‘The intersection of [competition law and intellectual property law] is significant because so many of our most important inventions and technologies rely heavily on patents and other forms of IP. These rights grant control over important inventions and technologies and create salutary innovation incentives. However, antitrust enforcement remains critical in these sectors to ensure that IP rights are not abused to limit competition.’

An even more troubling trend for antitrust regulators is the rise of competitors joining together to purchase patent portfolios. On one side, these consortia argue that allowing the companies to come together to purchase portfolios allows them to cross-licence the patents among themselves, preventing costly patent litigation. Conversely, companies left out of the consortium are deprived of any means of defending themselves against the assertion of the group’s patents. Two recent patent acquisitions by a group consortium of competitors are illustrative: (i) CPTN Holdings LLC’s acquisition of Novell, Inc’s patents; and (ii) Rockstar Bidco’s US$4.5bn bid for Nortel Network’s
patents after the company filed for bankruptcy. As discussed further below, such acquisitions are subject to review under section 7 of the Sherman Act.

In addition, an acquisition or transfer of existing patents is subject to review under section 7 as well. Recently, the DOJ investigated Google’s acquisition of Motorola Mobility under section 7. Moreover, the acquisition of patents by non-practicing entities (i.e., ‘patent trolls’) may raise significant competition and policy concerns that will require careful consideration by antitrust agencies.

Finally, as discussed below, the focus on the acquisition of patents necessary to implement a recognised industry standard (standard essential patents (SEPs)), as opposed to patents needed to commercialise a standards-compliant device that were not formally contributed to a standard setting organisation (SSO), is in all likelihood too narrow and may need to be further refined by the antitrust agencies as they continue to explore these patent acquisition issues.

Legal and statutory framework

It is important to understand first the statutory and regulatory principles under which patent acquisitions are reviewed. The Antitrust Division of the US Department of Justice (DOJ) and the FTC have expressly stated that ‘[t]he Agencies apply the same general antitrust principles to conduct involving intellectual property that they apply to conduct involving any other form of tangible or intangible property’. And while it is true that patents confer a statutory right to exclude others from the use of a given technology: ‘[a]n intellectual property owner’s rights to exclude are similar to the rights enjoyed by owners of other forms of private property. As with other forms of private property, certain types of conduct with respect to intellectual property may have anticompetitive effects against which the antitrust laws can and do protect. Intellectual property is thus neither particularly free from scrutiny under the antitrust laws, nor particularly suspect under them.’

Thus, the purchase of intellectual property rights (including patents), where such acquisition would tend to enhance or entrench the purchaser’s market power in a properly defined relevant market, is an example of anti-competitive conduct involving intellectual property that justifies enforcement activity by the DOJ.

Analysis under section 1 of the Sherman Act

It also is axiomatic that competitors cannot band together to exclude another competitor: such conduct would violate section 1 of the Sherman Act. Thus, any investigation of patent consortia – where those consortia consist of competitors – also must be analysed under section 1 to determine whether the combination was formed in an effort to exclude a party that did not participate in a consortium.

As far back as the decision in United States v Singer Manufacturing Co, the US Supreme Court has held that it is unlawful for competitors concertedly to use patents to hinder or exclude a competitor from the market. In Singer, three parties – the leading makers of sewing machines – conspired concerning potential litigation with respect to the parties’ patents and patent applications in the United States. After entering into a series of cross licences, one of the firms raised the possibility that, ‘having arrived at their respective agreements, [they] should act in concert in prosecuting their patents against all others in the field’. Thereafter, the parties engaged in a course of conduct that achieved precisely the end suggested by one of the group’s members: the exclusion of ‘their common competitors, the Japanese manufacturers’.

One of the defendants argued that the licence served the purpose of allowing the manufacturers to practice their inventions free of infringement claims from the others. The court found this position unconvincing: ‘[The] fact that the enforcement plan likewise served Singer is of no consequence, the controlling factor being the overall common design, i.e., to destroy the Japanese sale of infringing machines in the United States by placing the patent in Singer’s hands the better to achieve this result. . . . [I]t [was] this concerted action to restrain trade, clearly established by the course of dealings, that condemn[ed] the transactions under the Sherman Act.’

Analysis under section 7 of the Clayton Act

Patent acquisition can also raise concerns under section 7 of the Clayton Act. As in all acquisitions, where the acquisition of patents confers market power on the acquirer and there is a likelihood of a substantial lessening of competition, the acquisition violates the law. Nevertheless, there are a number of important considerations specific to the context of patent acquisitions that bear on the analysis of a transaction’s potential competitive effect. These include:
Whether the acquisition confers a blocking position to the acquiring party in a technology market, such that the acquirer would be able to exclude competitors from a goods market or would be able to use its patent position to raise the costs of rivals. Such was the case in the DOJ’s suit to prevent 3D Systems, Incorporated (3D Systems) from acquiring DTM Corporation (DTM). Absent the merger, neither 3D Systems nor DTM individually had the ability to block a competitor from the market but when the patents were combined, 3D Systems would hold a blocking position and have the unilateral ability to foreclose competition.14 The DOJ therefore required 3D Systems and DTM to license their rapid prototyping patents to a third-party competitor that would compete in the US market as part of the settlement.15

Whether the acquisition contributes a ‘patent thicket’ that makes it impractical for competitors to determine whether their activity infringes the acquiring party’s large patent portfolio. Recent patent acquisitions by Apple, Microsoft, Facebook and others have included thousands of patents. Ascertaining whether the acquired patents are complete or partial substitutes for those in the acquiring party’s own portfolio – and thus whether a blocking position may be created – requires a detailed examination of each patent. Both the antitrust agencies and smaller competitors are at an extreme disadvantage in conducting this inquiry for large patent portfolios. Thus, even the determination that the acquisition results in the accumulation of too many patents in a particular technology field may lead the agencies to conclude third parties would be deterred from entering the market or competing, and thus confers market power to the acquiring party.

Whether the acquiring party has different incentives with regard to the patents than the selling firm. For example, if an acquiring party competes in a goods market against potential infringers, it may be more likely to enforce those patent rights against potentially infringing competitors (as a way to gain an upper-hand in the goods market) than the party that sold the patents. Another example would be if the acquiring party was a ‘patent troll’ that does not create any products that practice the patent. In such an instance, the troll may have a stronger incentive to extract monopoly rents from infringers because it is not susceptible to counterclaims for infringement.

Issues related to remedies

It is also essential to understand the remedies available to antitrust agencies to correct anti-competitive behaviour or prevent the anti-competitive abuse of market power. Where an acquisition of intellectual property raises competitive concerns, remedies must be tailored specifically to the potential anti-competitive outcome and strong enough to alleviate such issues. These principles are reflected in the DOJ’s updated policy guide to merger remedies (the Guide), issued on 17 June 2011.16 As indicated in the Guide:

‘[T]he touchstone principle for the Division in analyzing remedies is that a successful merger remedy must effectively preserve competition in the relevant market.... In horizontal merger matters, structural remedies often effectively preserve competition, including when used in conjunction with conduct provisions. Structural remedies may be appropriate in vertical merger matters as well, but conduct remedies often can effectively address anticompetitive issues raised by vertical mergers. In all cases, the key is finding a remedy that works, thereby effectively preserving competition in order to promote innovation and consumer welfare.’17

The Guide further indicates that the central goal ‘is preserving competition, not determining outcomes or picking winners and losers’.18 The Guide points out that vertical mergers ‘can create changed incentives and enhance the ability of the merged firm to impair the competitive process. In such situations, a remedy that counteracts these changed incentives or eliminates the merged firm’s ability to act on them may be appropriate’.19 The Guide recognises a wide variety of conduct remedies that may help to preserve competition: ‘[t]he most common forms of conduct relief are firewall, non-discrimination, mandatory licensing, transparency, and anti-retaliation provisions, as well as prohibitions on certain contracting practices’.20 As the Guide acknowledges, however, ‘No matter what type of conduct remedy is considered... a remedy is not effective if it cannot be enforced.’21

The remainder of this article will focus on recent DOJ statements regarding the role of licensing commitments for patents, including SEPs,22 in alleviating the competitive concerns raised in patent portfolio acquisitions.

Recent enforcement activity

By way of background, smartphones are one of the newest consumer products to have gained widespread popularity. Google, Apple, Microsoft and RIM, among others, have each developed mobile operating systems for...
smartphones and tablets. Apple and RIM manufacture and sell devices that use their own mobile OS. Microsoft does not manufacture mobile devices; instead, it derives revenues by licensing its operating systems, Windows Phone 7 and Windows Mobile, to wireless handset original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). Google provides its Android OS under an open source licence free of charge for all OEMs that may want to use it. Today there are approximately 40 different manufacturers of Android devices, all with different features and price points. At the beginning of 2010, both Microsoft and Apple started to assert their extensive patent portfolios against OEMs that used Android in lawsuits and other proceedings that sought to block the sale of Android products. At the time, Google had only about 1,000, the majority of which covered search technologies, and was in no position to bring counterclaims on a similar scale.

Three significant patent portfolios with potential implications for the smartphone industry became available for purchase in 2010 and 2011. In the first case, CPTN – a holding company equally owned by Microsoft Inc, Oracle Corp, Apple Inc and EMC Corp – agreed in November 2010 to acquire approximately 450 patents from Novell in connection with Novell’s merger with Attachmate Corporation. The acquired patents relate to Linux, the open source platform that underlies many consumer electronics products and forms the technological basis of the Android operating system. The agreement raised antitrust concerns in part because each of CPTN’s owners had a history of attacking open source software projects through patent litigation.

In light of these concerns, the Open Source Initiative and Free Software Foundation opposed the transaction, noting that the sole or leading competition to the owners of CPTN for some products is open source alternatives. Because open source software has been such an important force in encouraging competition in the technology industry, the DOJ opened an investigation to study the competitive effects of the patent acquisition. After the initiation of that investigation, CPTN agreed to make several changes to the agreement with Novell to address competition concerns:

- Microsoft would sell back to Attachmate all of the Novell patents that Microsoft would otherwise have acquired, and receive a license for the use of those patents acquired by the other three CPTN owners and any patents retained by Novell;
- EMC would not acquire 33 Novell patents related to virtualisation software;
- all of the Novell patents would be acquired subject to the GNU General Public License and a licence to the Open Invention Network (OIN), a significant conglomeration of patents designed to allow OIN members to defend the Linux ecosystem; and
- neither CPTN nor its owners would make any statement or take any action to influence or encourage either Novell or Attachmate to modify which of the patents are available under the OIN licence.

The DOJ indicated that the acquisition as originally proposed would have allowed the consortium ‘to jeopardize the ability of open source software, such as Linux, to continue to innovate and compete in the development and distribution….of desktop and mobile operating systems’. Nor was the DOJ convinced that the changes to the deal made by the CPTN members would entirely allay its concerns. DOJ Acting Assistant Attorney General Sharis Pozen noted:

‘To promote innovation and competition, it is critical to balance antitrust enforcement with allowing appropriate patent transfers and exercise of patent rights…. Although we recognize that the various changes to the agreement recently made by the parties are helpful, the department will continue to investigate the distribution of patents to ensure continued competition.

In the second transaction, the trustee of the Nortel Networks bankruptcy estate announced in May 2011 that over 6,000 patents belonging to Nortel would be auctioned off. These patents have potentially far-ranging applications in mobile devices. Some of these patents related to wireless video, wi-fi communication, internet search, social networking and fourth-generation mobile data technology, commonly referred to as LTE. Google became the ‘stalking horse’ bidder on 4 April 2011. In June 2011, however, Apple and Rockstar Bidco (which consisted of Microsoft, RIM, Sony and Ericsson) jointly outbid Google to acquire the patents.

Finally, on 15 August 2011, Google proposed purchasing Motorola Mobility Holdings, Inc, one of the manufacturers of handsets that makes use of the Android OS. Google immediately committed to running Motorola as a separate business. Google indicated that its primary interest in Motorola was the acquisition of the company’s extensive patent portfolio to defend the Android ecosystem from patent attacks by aggressors seeking to raise the costs of the Android OS to OEMs and, in turn, the cost of the Android devices for consumers. According to the DOJ, Motorola holds about 17,000 issued patents and 6,800 applications, including several SEPs relevant to wireless devices that Motorola Mobility has committed to license through its participation in Standards Setting Organisations (SSOs).

In a closing statement issued on 13 February 2012, the DOJ disclosed the analysis that it undertook in connection with Microsoft’s purchase of some of the Novell patents, the Apple/Rockstar purchase of
The particular antitrust concerns with patent acquisitions arising in connection with the licensing of SEPs have not always prevented significant disputes from RAND terms, in practice such RAND requirements to license SEPs on reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms, in practice such RAND requirements have not always prevented significant disputes from arising in connection with the licensing of SEPs.

The closing statement indicates that the DOJ’s investigation focused on whether the acquiring firms would have the incentive and ability to exploit ambiguous and vague RAND licensing commitments to hold up rivals, thus preventing or inhibiting innovation and competition. As the DOJ indicated:

‘Such hold up could include raising costs to rivals by demanding supracompetitive rates, compelling prospective licensees to grant the SEP holder the right to use the licensee’s differentiating intellectual property, charging licensees the entire portfolio royalty rate when licensing only a small subset of the patent holder’s SEPs in its portfolio, or seeking to prevent or exclude patents practicing those SEPs form the market altogether.’

The primary concern expressed in the DOJ’s closing statement is how the proposed transactions might change the incentive and the ability for acquiring firms to use SEPs in that way.

The DOJ concluded that each of the transactions was unlikely to substantially lessen competition for wireless devices. First, the DOJ stated that RIM’s and Microsoft’s low market shares in mobile platforms would likely render unprofitable a strategy to harm rivals either through injunctions or supracompetitive rivals based on the acquired Nortel SEPs because they would not attract a sufficient number of new customers to compensate for the lost patent royalty revenues. Also, according to the DOJ, Microsoft has cross-licence agreements in place with the majority of its Android-based OEM competitors, making such a strategy less likely.

By contrast, the DOJ concluded that Apple’s and Google’s substantial share of mobile platforms makes it more likely that they would hold up rivals. The specific transactions at issue, however, are not likely to substantially lessen competition. The evidence showed that Motorola had been aggressive in its intellectual property prosecutions, making it unlikely that a shift in ownership to Google, which has never asserted a patent claim unless sued on patents by the opposing party first, would lead to even more aggressive enforcement.

With respect to Apple’s acquisition of Novell patents, the patents have already been committed to an open source community that requires patent holders to offer a perpetual royalty-free licence for use in the Linux system, and Apple has agreed to honour those commitments.

The curious distinction between SEP and essential, non-standards based patents and the transfer of patents to non-practice entities

Under section 7 of the Clayton Act, the antitrust agencies ask whether a transaction is likely to result in a substantial lessening of competition; the same is true under analogous European Commission law. The important element in that inquiry is whether the acquisition gives the acquiring firm the ability to use SEPs to exclude rivals from the market.

The DOJ – in connection with its review of recent patent acquisitions described above – posited that the acquisition of SEPs gives a firm a greater ability to exclude rivals from the market power than essential but non-standards based patents. As described below, that conclusion may be both over- and under-inclusive, capturing transactions that do not confer market power and also missing transactions that do confer market power. Equally important, but to date less explored, is the incentive to exercise market power. As we explain, the transfer of SEPs (and essential non-standards based patents) to non-practicing entities, for example, could confer both the incentive and ability to the non-practicing entity to exercise market power.

The distinction between SEPs and essential, non-standards based patents

In its analysis of the transactions, the DOJ took into account the public statements made by Apple, Google and Microsoft regarding their SEP licensing practices. Both Apple and Microsoft made clear that they would not seek to prevent or exclude rivals’ products from the market in exercising their SEP rights. If these positions were adhered to in practice, the DOJ opined that the possibility of a hold up or use of an injunction would be significantly reduced. According to the DOJ, the Google commitment did not go as far in connection with the exercise of newly acquired patent rights but it eliminated any merger specific-concerns.

It is curious, however, that the DOJ limited its concerns to patents that the companies had agreed to license through SSOs. There is generally no guarantee that firms will submit any or all of their patents that might be necessary to implement a standard to the relevant SSO; a firm that owns a patent necessary to implement a standard may well decide that the
benefits of unrestricted licensing (which may allow the patentee to attain higher rates by threatening hold up) outweigh the benefits of inclusion in the SSO’s official list of SEPs. In addition, complex consumer products, such as mobile phones, often incorporate patents that do not read on an officially recognised standard but are essential as a practical matter to build interoperable devices and services. Indeed, both Apple’s and Microsoft’s patent portfolios appear to contain a number of such de facto essential patents.

There is no reason that the acquisition of officially recognised SEPs should cause more concern for antitrust authorities than the acquisition of non-SEP patents necessary to implement a standards-compliant device. In both cases, patentees are able to take advantage of the ‘fundamental transformation’ that renders alternative technologies less attractive once a particular technology is adopted as a standard and firms make technology-specific investments to implement it.40

As then-Chairman Majoras of the FTC noted:

‘Early in the standardization process, industry members might easily be able to abandon one technology in favor of another. But once the level of resources committed to the standard rises and the costs of switching to a new technology mount, industry members may find themselves locked into using the chosen technology.’41

The holders of patents necessary to implement a standard are able to extract higher licence fees than they would have been able to negotiate prior to the licensor’s investments in the chosen technology. Whether the patent is licensed through an SSO or directly by the patentee is irrelevant to the incentives and economic factors that create the danger of anti-competitive licence rates.

There is nothing about inclusion in an SSO-administered standard that renders SEPs more susceptible to hold up than other patents that read on industry standards. In fact, many SSOs have disclosure, negotiation and licensing rules intended to mitigate the holdup problem.42 Although these rules are by no means a complete solution (particularly when, as described below, such SEPs are transferred to patent trolls),43 they provide at least some check against anti-competitive behaviour. Essential patents that are not included in an SSO-standard are not subject to this check and non-members are not bound by an SSO’s rules governing disclosure and licensing.

The FTC has recently acknowledged the risks posed by third-party essential patents to firms producing products that may infringe those patents. In May 2011, the FTC announced a project to investigate the risks of patent holdup resulting from the inclusion of patented technologies in collaborative standards.44 Recognising the absence of protections against holdup and standard manipulation by non-members, the commission invited comment on the question of whether there are ‘mechanisms for an SSO to encourage disclosure of relevant patents or patent applications held by nonmembers’. This inquiry suggests that the FTC recognises the anti-competitive threat posed by essential patents not licensed through an SSO. In addition, the DOJ has noted similar problems may arise ‘where a patent holder’s prior actions, such as open source commitments, lead others to make complementary investments’.45 This statement acknowledges the potential anti-competitive effects of a patent holder exploiting lock in without reference to the standard-setting process at all. There is no compelling economic distinction between the patent holder in the DOJ’s statement, which creates its own lock in by misleading others, and a third-party holder of an essential patent which takes advantage of the lock in created by an adopted standard.

Nevertheless, the DOJ limited its investigation in these transactions to only SEPs already encumbered by RAND commitments and considered whether such patents would change the incentive or ability for the acquirers to hold up competitors. The DOJ focused particularly on whether or not the additional patents would increase the likelihood that the acquiring firms would seek an injunction or exclusion order. It is difficult to see how SEPs with RAND commitments are always going to be more likely than any other essential patent to lead to anti-competitive holdup through the threat of injunctive relief. The DOJ’s focus is particularly striking in this instance as both Apple and Microsoft have explicitly stated that seeking an injunction or exclusion order is inconsistent with a commitment to RAND licensing.46 Moreover, to date only one court has issued an injunction related to an SEP,47 and that case involved a defendant that flatly refused to negotiate with the patent holder. Injunctions or exclusion orders appear to be a much more significant threat in the case of essential patents not licensed through an SSO and subject to RAND commitments.

The fact that an acquired patent portfolio is already part of a standard and subject to RAND commitments does not itself raise concerns over and above the acquisition of any other essential patent. Patents that are essential, whether or not they are officially incorporated into an established standard, can give patentees considerable market power. The standardisation process is imperfect and may fail to incorporate every essential patent, even if each holder of such a patent were willing to join. Consequently, both SSO members and third-party patentees are capable of abusing the investments that other firms make in adopting a standard, and the antitrust agencies should not limit their inquiry to SEPs when considering the competitive impact of patent acquisitions.
The transfer of patents to non-practicing entities

That is not to say that the acquisition of SEPs could not raise significant antitrust problems, particularly where the acquisition was designed to evade previously agreed upon RAND terms. For example, it is reported that Google recently filed a complaint with the European Commission against Nokia and Microsoft, apparently alleging that the decision to transfer Nokia’s SEPs to a third party – MOSAID – violates competition laws, as the sale to MOSAID was simply a means to avoid Nokia’s previously agreed upon RAND commitments.48

Transferring patents to a troll could raise concerns. For example, consider the firm that makes commitments to license its SEPs to third parties at RAND rates. In reliance upon those RAND commitments, SSOs may incorporate those SEPs into various standards. Those RAND commitments impede that firm’s ability to bring litigation against competitors that had incorporated its SEPs into their technology. The subsequent transfer of those patent rights – including SEPs – to a non-practicing entity whose sole purpose is to seek royalties for patents it owns or acquires, could result in that firm seeking higher royalty rates, and more frequently, than the prior owner.

This raises an important issue: when does the transfer of patents to a non-practicing entity raise competition concerns? The transfer of SEPs to a non-practicing entity could facilitate the exercise of market power.49 How? Because patent trolls, unlike a firm that manufactures and sells products, can enforce patents without fear of a patent countersuit and the need to consent to cross-licences because patent trolls, by their very nature, do not make products and therefore cannot be sued for infringement. This gives a patent troll a greater ability to seek higher royalties for the SEPs received from the original owner than if the patents had remained in the original owner’s hands because the original owner (a manufacturer and seller of goods) would need to deal with the consequences of its decision to seek higher royalties (ie, it would face counter claims from the parties it decided to sue for infringement).50

Moreover, the transfer of SEPs to non-practicing entities raises other, related concerns. Non-practicing entities do not contribute technology to, or participate in, SSOs and thus can enforce patents without concern that SSOs might decline to accept future technological contributions in response to opportunistic patent enforcement. Additionally, non-practicing entities have the ability to exploit the high cost of patent litigation to extract economic rents that can be well above the economic value of the patents involved. The cost of defending suits often exceeds the reasonable royalties of a patent in suit. This could make it rational for the target of the infringement suit to settle for an amount far above the economic value of the patents.51 This becomes more likely when the owner of the patents is a patent troll: without the concern that it will be subject to patent counterclaims (because it does not manufacture anything that can infringe), non-practicing entities more often will have the ability to extract rents above those than a firm that manufactures and sells products can reasonably expect (as manufacturers face risk of counterclaims if they bring an infringement suit).52

Given the proliferation of wireless and smartphone technology, which is both extremely profitable and the subject of countless patents, this issue only is going to grow in importance in the near future.

Conclusion

Only time will tell whether the recent patent portfolio activity fosters competition by creating a détente in the patent wars and the DOJ’s intervention helped to deter patent aggression. As the DOJ acknowledged, determining the correct balance between the rightful exercise of patent rights and a patent holder’s incentive and ability to harm competition through the anti-competitive use of those rights requires a complex and potentially far-reaching inquiry. It is unclear, however, why the DOJ chose to limit its concerns to SEPs (which the SSO has ensured does not provide an opportunity for hold up through the enforceable contractual obligations of its members) and not focused at all on non-SEP patents that may also be essential to build interoperable products and services. Such de facto essential patents are just as capable of being used by the patent holder to engage in hold up and harm competition in downstream markets. It appears that the Apple and Microsoft patent portfolios contain many instances of this type of patent, which makes this concern more than just theoretical. In this vein, it is worth noting that just days before the issuance of the closing statement, Apple commenced yet another lawsuit against Motorola seeking to exclude yet more devices from the United States which suggests that peace is not imminent for all the parties involved.53

Another issue with these current patent acquisitions is the sheer number of patents involved. The agencies will have to grapple with the issue of whether the accumulation of too many patents in a particular technology field deters third parties from entering the market or competing, by creating a patent thicket that confers market power to the acquiring party.

The acquisition and assertion of IP rights represents a significant present and future battlefield in technology markets. Because the patent system in the United States
current is unable to manage the number of filings or make substantive determinations of the validity of patents prior to their issuance, the cost of the assertion of those IP rights will continue to rise. If something is not done about the patent system as it now operates, the antitrust authorities will need to continue to police both the assertion of transfer of IP rights to ensure that they are not put to anti-competitive ends.
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